When your kid was diagnosed with diabetes, you worried about their ability to live a healthy, normal life.

That’s why you got them a closed-loop artificial pancreas, so they wouldn’t have to perform advanced mathematics to balance their food, exercise and insulin, or discover anatomy through learning how to stick themselves.

But there’s nothing normal about being followed around all day by a med-tech company. The same apps that let you track your kid’s blood-sugar, location, and digital device usage also lets the DiabetesTek company—and all the “partners” they sell your family’s data to—see everything your kid is doing.

That’s where we come in. Once you buy a GlycemiControl, you’re in charge of your kid’s life, not us. Load our alternative operating system and we’ll fix it so that only you and the people you choose to share with can see what’s going on with your kids.

What’s more, our unlocker lets you mix and match the sensors manufacturer, continuous glucose monitor and insulin pump of your choosing, based on what’s best for you. No more getting locked into one specific brand of (crazily expensive) consumable—that’s a kid, not an inkjet printer!

Choose the Share, Choose the Care.